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„He refuses to talk about 

it…“



Culture of care – what for?

copingprotection
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Cases
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8 years old Tom reports in a 

daycare center, that his 12 

years old stepbrother „plays 

Sex“ with him. Asked by the 

female psychologist of the 

center Tom says, that this 

information was „just a joke“. 

There are concerns about 

domestic violence and 

addiction problems in Toms 

family.

18 years old Mohammed 

(AFG) was raped in Iran 4 

years ago (and probably also in 

a jail in Bulgaria). He suffers 

from depression and social 

problems and he says, he will 

not talk about his sexual 

vivtimization under no 

circumstances.  
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 Building up a network of 

supporters

 Regularly meetings of youth 

welfare, day care center, 

counseling center (KIBS), 

school 

 Finding a balance between 

strengthening the trust 

relationship between Tom 

and the psychologist vs 

confronting Toms mother

 Process strategy based on 

potentially changing 

informations

 Mistrust

 Interpreter

 Treamtment period: 7/2015 –

8/2018; 75 sessions

 Right of residence

 Support related to a variety of

problems

 Safe space to talk

 Tells his girl friend about his

sexual victimization
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Tom Mohammed



Tom



Mohammed



FPC

“Continuous offers by accessible individuals 

who listen and who create ‘spaces to talk’ and 

opportunities for open conversations on a safe, 

level, playing field are important.“

(Scambor/Kirchengast/Stadlbauer 2017, S. 21)
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12

collective development

Individual development

disclosure

seeking and utiliziation of help

remembering and forgetting

awareness

Coping with sexual victimization
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Tom



„Assertation culture“ or:

How to protect ourselves
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Can you 

offer 

something?

The court 

case brought 

no results

We have 

more and 

more cases

This mother 

is also very 

difficult

There are 

very long 

waiting 

times

Sexual abuse is 

not the main topic 

in this case

My colleague is 

very qualified in 

therapy

Nobody has 

cared about 

this for many 

years

Please be aware 

that we have 

many other 

cases, too

From next 

week on I‘m 

on vacation

At first I have 

to ask the 

manager

My colleague will 

come later, she 

has an 

emergency case

My colleague, who 

was responsible, is 

sick for a longer time

This mother 

really knows 

how to handle 

professionals

There are too 

many 

professionals 

dealing with this 

case

We have to wait 

for the 

diagnosis report

We also had 

some training 

about this 

issue



Conflicts about the „interpretative regime“

 How can we avoid to accuse parents?

 How can we avoid to accuse other professionals?

 How is it possible to build up a culture of care by

accusing each other at the same time?
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Supportive Conditions
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Relation 

and

support

Support 

for FPC

Safe 

space and 

security

Long term

relations (trust and

security) (Scambor/Kirchengast/Stadlbauer 2017, p. 20)

Know-

ledge



The „crisis of disclosure“

„restaging“ early representations of attachment:

Pattern: „crisis dyad“ vs exklusion

regression

„rapprochment“

symbiosis



The „crisis of disclosure“

• „Nest escape“ of adolescents – exploratory
behaviour

• Utilization of parental (professional?) support
(emotional care, consolation,…) – attachment
behaviour

Crisis dyads must be reversible.



attachment
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Sensitivity

Ability to

 perceive the signals and needs of the
child

 interpret them in the right way

 react on them immediately and
adequately
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DEGLUTIRE



Love

Attachment

recognition

Culture of 

care

Mosser, P. (2019). Love as an 

alibi. Violence against minors in 

educational institution. In: 

Köffler, N. et al.: Education and 

love. Interdisciplinary 

perspectives. Bielefeld: 

transcript.  

cognition

„Anerkennung“
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Lòczy, Budapest



„This is like trying to make bodybuilding:  You don‘t see

anything at the beginning and you ask yourself, if this

has any effect or if you just have a weak body.“

Utilization of support



Thank you for listening!
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Zeit für Rückmeldung
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?
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